Deriving incremental programs.
Given a program~and an input change (B, a program f' that computes the result of~(z @ y) efficiently by making use of the value of~(z) is called an incremental version of~under @. Liu and Teitelbaum
[27] give a systematic transformational approach for deriving an incremental program~' from a given program~and an input change @. The basic idea is to identify in the computation of~(z @ y) those subcomputations that are also performed in the computation of~(z) and whose values can be retrieved from the cached result r of~(z).
The computation of j(z o y) is transformed symbolically to avoid re-performing these subcomputations by replacing them with corresponding retrievals. This efficient way of computing f(z @ y) is captured in the definition of f'(z, y, r Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association of Computing MachinerY.To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires and a function fO that is to be evaluated with some input E = (Zl, . . ..$n).
The semantics of the language is strict. Figure 1 gives some example definitions. An input change @ to a function fO combines an old input x = (cl, ..., z~) and,a change y = (gl, . . ..y~) to form a new input z' = (z; ,..., z~) = z @ V, where each Z; ia some function of~j's and yk 's. For example, an input change @l to the function foo or fib in Figure 1 can be defined by z' = x (B1 y = z + 1, and an input change @Z to sort can be r' = z @2 y = Cons(y, z).
We need cost models to discuss efficient computation and program improvement.
In this paper, we use an asymptotic time model, and write t(f(ol, ... %)) = r and t(j!i(z)) < t(fo(z)).
AddltionaUy, we obtain a function~0', a pruned version of to', such that if~0'(z, y, F) returns F', then~0'(z, y, i), where ? is II(7) as above, returns II(T'). This pruning is possible because II(F') depends only on If(r), which can be easily shown using the transitivity above. With the relationship between~. and fO, together with (3) and (4), we can prove that if fo(z) = r, then we have if~o(z) = i and fo(z o y) = #, theñ O'(z, Y,t) = jo(z@Y) and t(jo'(z, y,~)) S t(fo(z@y)) (7) and thus, together with (6), we have
Thus,~0'(z, y, i) incrementally computes the desired output and the corresponding intermediate results and is asymptotically at least as fast as computing the desired output from scratch.
Therefore, we do not have to conduct a derivation on fo and @ to obtain such an incremental function. At the end, putting (6), (7), and (8) together, we have if fo(z) = r, then lst($o(z)) = r and t(~o(z))
and if fo(z @ y) = r' and~o(x) = ;, then lst(~o'(z, y, i)) = r', fo'(z, y, F) =~O(Z @ y), (lo) and t($~(z, y, ?))~t(fo(x @ y)). If~oo(z) returns r, then~oo'(z, r) computes~oo(z + 1). foo'(x, For the functions f oo and boo in Figure 1 , after the extension transformation and the administrative simplifications, we obtain the functions~and~as follows: = ifx'<l then <l, _,-> else~f x = 2 then <3, <2, <1, -,->, <1,-,->>, <1,-,->> else <lst(F)+lst(2nd(
Clearly,~'(z, T) computes foo(a + 1) in only O(1) time. and fl(z, y, r) computes~(z @ y) given ? = f(z). Then in general, it is not true that t(~'(z, y, ?)) < t(~'(z, y, r)). This is mainly because j, and thus g, could be arbitrary.
But, consider the particular functions~' and fl derived using the derivation approach.~Suppose we compute~(z @y) using the cached result i of j(z:), and suppose computing lst(~(z @ y)), i.e., f(z @ y), uses any common subcomputation, say g(z), of~(x @ g) and f(z), and the value Of g(~)
can be retrieved from i but not IF. Then, on the one hand, the value of g(z@g) needs to be maintained by fl(z, g!, f); on the other hand, if we compute~(z @ y) using only the cached result T of~(z), then~'(x, y, r) has the cost of recomputing g(x). Now, for intermediate results of j like the value of g above, if (a) the size of y is bounded, (b) when the size of y is bounded, the time of computing z@y is bounded, and (c) g is at most linear-power exponentialtime, i.e., g is polynomial time or exponential time but witlh linear exponent, then we have t(j'(z, y, i)) < i?(,~'(z, y, r)).
It is easy to see that the three conditions are true for all practical and feasible incremental applications, and therefore, we assume that they are satisfied.
To prove (15), we notice that t(j'($, y,;))
t(j'(z, y, T)) + t(z@g) + t(g(d))
by clef. of~and derivation < t(f'(z, y, r))+ t(g(z)) by conditions on y,@, andg < t(j'(z, y,r)) + t(}'(z, y, r)) by g being subcomp. of j' < t(f'(z, y, T)) by definition of t Computing the closure of the transitive dependencies.
To compute the components of P on which lst(~o'(z, y, P)) transitively depends, we start with II being {1*I and compute the smallest projection II of T on which II(fd(x, y, F)) depends, i.e., the smallest projection II such that Of course, the projection II = ID is always a solution to (19).
But our goal is to make II as small as possible, and thus to avoid as much unnecessary caching as possible. Since jo' WII computes the components of F on which 11(~0'(z, y,~)) depends, we define (20) and compute the least fixed point of II. In other words, II is the least projection that satisfies {lS}~II and J$' * II~II. We call this projection the closure projection. Note that the above computation always terminates since fo' + If(i) terminates and returns only sets of selection functions of bounded depth.
The time complexity of the closure computation depends on the required size of the projection domain and the complexity of the dependency analysis. Suppose d is the maximum depth of selection functions we consider, and 1 is the maximum length of the constructed tuples, i.e., the largest number of function applications in a function definition in the program for fo. Then the maximum number c of disjoint components in these projections is at most ld, which characterizes the maximum size of the projection domain. We estimate the complexity of the dependency analysis in the simplest manner. Consider the program for~0'. Let n be the number of function definitions, and a be the maximum number of parameters in any of these definitions. Then there are at most ma dependency transformers.
Since an argument projection may contain any of c components, there are at most 2' argument projections to each tramformer. Thus, the number of projections f' II to be computed is at most na2c. Now, let Sf be the maximum number of transformers used in a transformer definition, i.e., the number of function applications in a function definition.
Being careful, we can recompute each f' II only when any computed projections used by~' II changes, where each can change at most c times. Thus, the total number of computations of~' II using its immediate definition is at most na2ccsf. size of a function definition, i.e., the number of subexpressions in the defining expression, and c is the time needed to compute operations, such as union, on two projections. Therefore, the total time is at most na2cc2ssf. If we limit depth of selection functions to be independent of the number of function definitions, then a, c, s, and St are all constant factors determined by the size of a function definition.
Thus the total time is linear in the number of function definitions, although the constant factors could be very big. Now that the above estimate includes the computations of all~II, computing the dependency closure takes at most c projection unions, each taking at most c time. Thus, the total time of closure computation can be no worse than the above bound.
Example.
Applying the dependency analysis to the function F' in (14), we get Figure 4 . Now, we compute the closure projection:
We obtain the projection {1*, l*@, l*@@}.
Pruning under the closure projection
We have obtained a closure projection II such that 1S c II and 11(~0'(z, y, F)) G~0'(z, y, If(?)). Now, we prune the ex- Nevertheless, the resulting fO is still good enough to guarantee (9). We can just project II(P) out of the return value of o(z). But we do have~~(z, y, II(F)) = 11(~0'(z, y, F)). Thus, assuming f = II(F), we have (10 At the end, we obtain the final functions~oo, boo, and~=o' given in Figure 2. 7 Examples Fibonacci function.
We can apply the cache-andprune method to the definition of the Fibonacci function fib given in Figure 1 and input change @l. The derivation is similar but much simpler than in the case of $00, yielding~( 
which is recursively defined, and can be simplified for 1* 6 II, yielding
Limiting the depth of selection functions to 1, we compute Thus, we get the closure projection {1*, 3ti, 5th}. Then, we -. For z of length n, merge sort sort takes O(n log n) time. Among principlebased integrated caching methods, our approach is not limited to using a fixed set of rules for program analysis and transformations.
On the contrary, we can even use our ap preach to derive such rules when necessary.
Compared to the general approaches advocated by KIDS or CIP, our ap preach is more algorithmic and automatable. A prototype system CACHET based on our approach is under develop ment.
Although we present the approach in a first-order functional language, the underlying principle is general and can be applied to other languages as well, e.g., higher-oder functional languages, functional languages with lazy semantics, and especially imperative languages with complex data structures and side effects. We have given an example [26] where the principle is applied to improve imperative programs with arrays for the local neighborhood problems in image processing [49, 51] . Further application of our principles to language with these features is a subject for future study.
